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� Introduction

This work is based on experimental �ndings in psychophysics� which show that a visual
scene is processed in parallel and in sequence� This �ndings led to the theory of visual
attention���� ��	�� Following the searchlight metaphor we consider a visual attention
process as an internal scanning� which is accomplished over a visual scene without any eye
movements� This internal scanning build up the frame for our hypothesis on a behaviour

oriented self
organization of object understanding�
Biological information processing aims at the generation of adequate behaviour in relation
to incoming sensor signals of the environment� Thus� the biological system develops behav

iour
oriented information processing ���� ���� In our understanding the internal scanning
is just another behaviour like gripping an object� We propose that one objective of the
internal scanning could be to achieve a temporal representation of objects� In other
words parts of an object are bind together in temporal nearness by means of the scanning
process� Thus� the behaviour leads to a solution of the binding problem �	��
The main goal of our work is to investigate how this kind of object understanding could
be achieved in a self
organizing manner by a neural network architecture� In our terms
self
organization implies� besides that there exists no teacher but the environment� no
explicit di�erent system states between learning and execution� Thus� we consider self

organization as an on
line learning process�
In order to simplify the problem we restrict the environment to D
real
world
scenes�
Objects of these scenes mainly vary with respect to translation and have slight distortions
concerning rotation and luminance� Thus� the neural network architecture needs to have
translation invariant processing abilities and cope those distortions�
This paper describes the essentials of the whole neural network architecture�

� Neural Network Architecture

��� Basic Assumptions
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Figure �� This Figure gives an overview of the neural network architec�
ture� It is derived from biological and psychophysical models �see text��

There are three basic assumptions which led to the neural network architecture �Fig�
��� The �rst assumption is the correctness of the psychological models of selective at

tention ��	� ����� These models claim that there exist a parallel and a serial stage of
processing visual scenes� The parallel stage computes a saliency measure for every loca

tion of a scene� The measure seems to depend on the whole scene� On which features it
relies is still a subject of ongoing discussion� If a search target is somewhat more complex�
a serial stage performs a search across a scene� This search seems to be guided by the
parallel stage ����� In our model we assume� that the behaviour of the serial stage is sim

ilar to the external scanning ���� in the sense that internal scanning might be a scanning
without a �go
signal� ����
The second assumption follows the division into a What�System and a Where�System of
the visual system ����� The what
pathway leads through V� into Inferotemporal Cortex
and the where
pathway into the Posterior Parietal areas� The Pulvinar might act as an
Attentional Control Network for the whole system� A detailed discussion on that topic is
given in ����
The third assumption concerns the self
organization using D
real
world
scenes� whose
objects essentially vary with respect to translation� In this environment objects consist
of a set of stable spatial relations between features� This property can be used by a
self
organization of object understanding� This motivates the need of a structure of the
neural network architecture which is capable of learning that set of stable relations be

tween features� The neural network architecture presented here is only capable of learning
stable spatial relations� How to combine this result to a set of relations associated with
an object will be discussed in the �nal section and in ��� ���

��� Overview of the Behaviour

Following the third assumption of the previous section a neural network architecture that
aims at a self
organization of object understanding should acquire knowledge about the
stability of spatial relation of features and apply this knowledge in order to control the
scanning process� Hence the neural network architecture has the following behaviour�
The Attentional Control Network selects the �rst location of the focus of attention using
the output of the Saliency System� According to the contents of the focus the top
down




control �What� and Where�System� selects a set of stable moves to certain features� The
top
down
control searches through this set and looks for features and locations of the input
scene that matches with one element of the set� If it �nds such a successful move� this
move will be the starting point for the next search� If no successful move can be found� the
Attentional Control Network will select a move on the base of the Saliency System� Hence
a data�driven move is made� After a while the Attentional Control Network enforces a
data�driven move� a so called forced move� using a certain criterion �Sec� ���� This e�ect
aims at leaving one object and move to another object� Because top
down
control learns
all the time� its behaviour improves during search as well as from data�driven moves�
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Figure � The Saliency System computes a scene�dependent measure of
saliency of scene locations from the features luminance and di�erence
color space�

��� Saliency System

The Saliency System �Fig� � consists of a feature extraction and a computation of the
Saliency Map� The �rst part computes three feature maps from input image� luminance
map� red
green map and yellow
blue map ���� They are used for computation of the
saliency measure� Following psychophysical experiments saliency is a scene
dependent
measure� We used two sorts of measures leading to two maps and than we combined
these maps by a weighted sum to the Saliency Map� The �rst map uses a soft
threshold
function applied to DOG
�ltered luminance image� whose threshold is scene
dependent�
The second map computes the Euclidean distance to the average hue for each location of
the scene ����
In addition� the three maps are an input of the What�System� In order to reduce the
amount of data and to be robust against distortions a multiresolution pyramid was used
for every map�
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Figure 	� The What�System is the main part of the neural network ar�
chitecture� It learns stable moves between features through weight�values
of the FTM�

��� What�System

Fig� 	 depicts the details of the What�System� The functionality of this system incorpo

rates the knowledge of stable spatial relation between features� The Selection Network
extracts the focus of attention out of the feature maps of the Saliency System by sigma

pi nodes which perform a correlation between location information of the Attentional
Control Network and the feature maps� This approach is similar to ���� The result is
fed into the Attentional Focus Identi�er �AFI� which is simply a Kohonen feature map
����� The output of the AFI leads to an activation of nodes of the Feature Transition
Memory �FTM� which is modulated by the Saliency Map that is mapped through the
Where�System� The weights between AFI and FTM give a measure for the stability of a
move to certain features� A Winner�Take�All �WTA� mechanism selects the node with
the highest activity and generates a what
expectation and a where
expectation� Hence
the WTA selects a move to a location that might be stable and salient� The Validation
Layer compares the features of the resulting location with the expectation� If it matches�
a successful move is found� Otherwise the WTA generates another expectation and the
search continues�

��� Where�System

The Where�System �Fig� �� has two functions� First� the Location Map combines feature
based information of the What�System with spatial information� Second� the Position
Transformation maps relative spatial information to absolute spatial information and
vice versa� Thus� the Position Transformation enables the neural network architecture
to translation invariant processing� For coding the spatial information a 
dimensional
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Figure �� The Where�System maps the activity of the What�System into
spatial information through the Location Map and vice versa� The Po�
sition Transformation transforms relative position coding into absolute
position coding and vice versa�

activity distribution is used� This leads to a homogenous way of position coding within
the whole system� Sigma
pi
units� that perform convolution or correlation� can transform
absolute position coding into relative position coding and vice verse ����

��� Attentional Control Network

Main goal of the Attentional Control Network �Fig� �� is to determine which system� the
top
down
control or the Saliency Map� is allowed to select the next location of the focus
of attention� A WTA
network generates an activity peak at the most salient location
of the scene� This activity is sent to the What�System� if there is no activity from the
Where�System otherwise the Where�System controls the location of the focus of attention�
The purpose of the Inhibition Map is to suppress a return to a location of a successful
move� The Internal Inhibition Map stores every location where a data�driven move is
made to� no matter if there is a successful move or not� This map plays an important role
during learning �Sec� 	�� The feedback to the Where�System tells where has been moved
to indeed�
If the sum of activity of the Saliency Map drops under a certain threshold a forced move
is made and the activity of the internal inhibition map is removed� This e�ect aims at
leaving one object and move to another object�

� Self�Organization Process

The main issue of self
organization is to maintain an on
line learning and �nd out about
stable spatial relations of features in order to achieve an object understanding� This is
done by simple reinforcement learning approach ���� The matching signal of the Validation
Layer is used as reinforcement signal to update the weights of the FTM� Thus a stable
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Figure �� The Attentional Control Network determines which system�
top�down�control or Saliency System� is to select the next focus of atten�
tion� In addition it inhibits the return to locations already processed�

Figure �� Examples out of 	

 color scenes presented to the neural net�
work architecture�



move to certain features gains much reinforcement whereas unstable spatial relations of
features gain less reinforcement� In addition the weights between Where� and What�
System are also modi�ed in order to generate a correct expectation�
In order to have a successful learning strategy the FTM performs two di�erent learning
phases for every move� a passive and an active phase� During the passive phase the FTM
only tests the move to corresponding features but does not execute the move� When
the move is tested frequently enough� the FTM switches to the active phase� During
the active phase the move is always executed if it is successful� There are two reasons
for introducing a passive phase� First� it speeds up learning because on every focus of
attention the FTM can learn about the stability of all moves as long as they are all in the
passive state� Second� a control of the scanning process can be only successful on the base
of sound knowledge� otherwise the control would move into some kind of local minimum�
The passive phase might contradict psychological data� due to the inherent time limits�
On the other hand� this strategy might correspond to what happens if a human being
sees millions of scenes a day�
The self
organization process discussed so far achieves that the scanning stays more and
more on one object rather than switching between objects� Because of this behaviour a
second object gets more and more attractive and a data�driven move would very likely
lead to another object� Thus� the top
down
control has very little chance to learn more
about the actual object� To avoid this trap the Internal Inhibition Map was introduced
�see Sec� ����

� Results

Fig� � shows examples of scenes presented to the neural network architecture� The
images of Figure � illustrate the learning progress achieved by the self
organizing process�
They show that the top
down
control successively taking over the control of the scanning
process� Because the right object is more salient than the left one the control for the right
object starts earlier than for the left object� Due to noise and to di�erent spatial relations
of di�erent objects the way of controlling the scanning process changes during learning
process� Finally� the control of the scanning process achieves temporal binding of parts of
the objects and the forced move switches between the objects� The object understanding
is not perfect� because the last move of the left object �lower right image� leads to the
background� This results from a lack of complete object understanding� which is achieved
by learning the set of stable spatial relations associated with an object�

� Conclusion

We introduced a neural network architecture that is capable of a simple self
organizing
and on
line learning of an object understanding� The approach is based on extraction of
stable spatial relation between features� By means of real
world
scenes we demonstrated
how the learning process works� But the result also show that the object understanding
is not complete� In order to get a complete object understanding it is necessary to learn
about sets of stable relations of features� This will be achieved by combining the approach
presented here with the episodic knowledge
base introduced in ���



Figure �� These �gures illustrate the learning process of the neural net�
work architecture� In order to get a better presentation the images are
enlarged� The white boxes show a focus of attention reached via a suc�
cessful move and the black boxes show the result of a data�driven move�
The upper left picture depicts a data�driven scanning process� The fol�
lowing images document the progress of top�down�control after �
� �

and 	

 scenes� Thus� the top�down�control increases its inuence on
the scanning process leading to an object understanding�



Following the latest results in psychophysics the shape of the focus of attention is deter

mined by the Gestalt laws ���� Thus it is necessary to enhance the shape of the focus of
attention towards a compact region of attention�
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